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First-order character of the smectic-A to chiral nematic transition in chiral liquid-crystal mixtures

P. Jame´e, G. Pitsi, and J. Thoen
Laboratorium voor Akoestiek en Thermische Fysica, Departement Natuurkunde en Sterrenkunde, Katholieke Universiteit Leu

Celestijnenlaan 200D, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium
~Received 3 December 2002; published 20 March 2003!

An investigation into the smectic-A to chiral nematic (N8A) transition in liquid crystals is presented by
using adiabatic scanning calorimetry~ASC!. It is predicted theoretically that chirality drives this transition to
first order. This transition is studied in mixtures of the nonchiral liquid crystal octyloxycyanobiphenyl~8OCB!
and the chiral 4-~2-methylbutyl!-48-cyanobiphenyl~CB15!, a system with a large~chiral! nematic region that
widens upon increasing the chiral~CB15! fraction. An ASC measurement on pure 8OCB showed no evidence
for a latent heat, in agreement with previous ac calorimetric studies, with an upper boundary for the latent heat
~if any! of 1.8 J/kg. Since pure 8OCB has no measurable latent heat, and taking into account the widening of
the chiral nematic region, the possibility of a continuous to first-order crossover due to the coupling of the
nematic and the smectic order parameters, as occurring in several cases of smectic-A to nematic (NA) tran-
sitions, can be excluded. However, for all examined mixtures a latent heat could be determined at the smectic-
A to chiral nematic transition. This confirms theoretical predictions of the first order character of this transition.
Quantitatively, theoretical predictions of the evolution of the entropy discontinuities and latent heats of this
transition were not consistent with the experimental results. It was further observed that the transition tem-
perature decreases linearly in agreement with theoretical predictions and a previous ac calorimetric study.
Finally, it was observed that the pretransitional specific heat capacity shows an interesting evolution upon
increasing chiral fraction, and it may be concluded that any theoretical model based on Landau theory is not
sufficient to describe this transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.031703 PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 64.70.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals exhibit one or more mesophases loca
between the solid and the isotropic liquid states and havin
symmetry intermediate to liquids and that of crystals. A wi
variety of such liquid crystalline phases can be found, p
sessing orientational order but having no or reduced p
tional order@1,2#.

In this field of research, the transition between t
smectic-A (SmA) and the nematic~N! phase in~nonchiral!
liquid crystals has been the subject of intensive study, b
theoretically and experimentally@3#. It has been shown by d
Gennes@1,4# that the strength of the coupling between t
smectic and the nematic order parameter affects the orde
the smectic-A to nematic transition. Strong coupling, whic
corresponds with narrow nematic ranges, results in a
order transition, while weak coupling, associated with a la
nematic width, should give continuous transitions. Adiaba
scanning calorimetry~ASC! measurements on the mixture
of 9CB110CB @5# and of 8CB110CB ~CB, cyanobiphenyl!
@6# are consistent with this picture. However, it was predic
by Halperin, Lubensky, and Ma@7# that fluctuations may
drive a continuous transition to first order when two intera
ing order parameters are present, and that consequentl
NA transition is~very! weakly first order. Recently a stud
using a high-resolution real-space optical technique sho
quantitative evidence for the presence of a small~about 2
mK! two-phase region and a smectic order parameter dis
tinuity for the NA transition in 8CB@8#.

It is now well established that~calamitic! chiral liquid
crystals can exhibit a number of phases, such as chiral n
atic (N* ), chiral smectic-C (SmC* ), twist-grain-boundary
1063-651X/2003/67~3!/031703~9!/$20.00 67 0317
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~TGB!, and blue phases~BPs!, which a nonchiral compound
cannot@9,10#. It is suggested theoretically@11,12# that chiral-
ity always drives the smectic-A to chiral nematic (N* A)
transition first order. If indeed this is the case, and if o
would like to test this, one would like to rule out any poss
bility of a crossover effect similar to that of theNA transi-
tion. In order to distinguish both effects, one thus has
make sure that the chiral nematic width is sufficient. Furth
more, it would be interesting to study the influence of chan
ing overall chirality on the latent heat of theN* A transition,
if present.

This can be accomplished by investigating mixtures o
nonchiral compound—exhibiting anNA transition—and a
chiral compound—chosen such that anN* A transition is
present in these mixtures. In this manner, by varying
amount of the chiral compound, mixtures with varying ove
all chirality are obtained. In order to rule out any continuo
to first order crossover not associated with chirality, two
quirements have to be fulfilled. First, theNA transition in the
pure nonchiral compound has to be continuous, i.e., the n
atic width has to be sufficiently large. Second, upon addit
of the chiral compound, the chiral nematic width should
crease, so one can be sure that no increase in coupling o
smectic and nematic order parameters occurs.

Therefore we have investigated mixtures of the nonch
liquid crystal octyloxycyanobiphenyl~8OCB! and the chiral
4-~2-methylbutyl!-48-cyanobiphenyl~CB15!. Investigations
of pure 8OCB using the ac calorimetric technique show
evidence for a coexistence region at theNA transition
@13,14#, which is not surprising in view of the large nemat
width of about 13 K. As was pointed out by Hwanget al.
@15#, mixtures with CB15 result in anN* A transition with an
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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increasingly large chiral nematic width upon increasing
weight fraction of CB15. TheNA transition in pure 8OCB
was closely examined in order to investigate whether or
evidence could be found in this compound of the Halper
Lubensky-Ma effect@7# predicting a first-orderNA transi-
tion. By employing ASC values were further obtained for t
evolution of transition temperatures, latent heats, as wel
effects on the pretransitional specific heat capacity as a fu
tion of an increasing chiral CB15 fraction. This is compar
with theoretical approaches as proposed in Refs.@12,11#.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. The Lubensky model

In 1975, Lubensky@11# proposed a theoretical model o
the smectic-A to chiral nematic transition based on an an
ogy with superconductors following the groundbreaki
work of de Gennes@1#. This model will be sumarized here

The free energyFn of a smectic-A liquid crystal, with
layer spacing d is equal to

Fn5auCu21
b

2
uCu41g iu¹iCu21g'u~¹'2 iqsdn!Cu2

1
K1

2
~“•n!21

K2

2
„n•~“3n!…21

K3

2
„n3~“3n!…2 ,

~1!

wherei , ' refer, respectively, to the variations parallel a
perpendicular to the directorn; d is the smectic layer spac
ing; qs52p/d; K1 , K2, andK3 are the Frank elastic con
stants; anda5a0(T2TNA) with a0 a positive constant and
TNA the smectic-A to nematic transition temperature.

For the transition from the smectic-A to a chiral nematic
phase, a cholesteric twist term is added to the free energG,
giving

G5Fn1K2
0q0„n•~“3n!…, ~2!

whereK2
0, q0 are the high-temperature, i.e.,N* phase, twist

elastic constant and twist wave number, respectively~the lat-
ter thus is the wave number of the director rotation arou
the helical axis in the chiral nematic phase!. This expression
is analogous to the Gibbs potential of superconductors. F
this equivalence, the decreaseDTtr

m f of the transition tem-
perature can be obtained in the mean-field approximatio

~DTtr
m f!25Tc

K2
0q0

2

DC
, ~3!

whereDC is the~mean-field! specific heat capacity jump. In
the scaling regime the free energy of the smectic-A phase has
the form (t[(T2Tc)/Tc is the reduced temperature!

GA52
e0

2
utu22a, ~4!

with e0 setting the energy scale, while
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GN* 52
1

2

~K2
0q0!2

K2
, ~5!

with K2 including all enhancements due to fluctuations,
nearTc it diverges asK25K2

1utu2n. A transition occurs when
GA5GN* , so the transition temperature decreaseDTtr

sc in
the scaling regime is~usingdn522a)

DTtr
sc5Tcut tr u5TcS ~K2

0q0!2

K2
1e0

D 1/[(d21)n]

~6!

~here ut tr u is the value ofutu at the transition!. The author
further makes a crude numerical estimate of this decre
leading to an order of magnitude ofDTtr /TNA'1023. Fur-
thermore, the entropy changeDS5SN* 2SA at the chiral
nematic to cholesteric transition can be obtained from Eq.~4!
and ~6!, usingS52Tc(]G/]t)p :

DS5~22a!Tc

e0

2
ut tr u12a}DTtr

12a . ~7!

Inserting the value ofut tr u @see Eq.~6!# yields ~for d53)

DS}~q0! [2/(d21)n](12a)}~q0!(12a/n). ~8!

So a latent heatDHL5TtrDS is present, meaning that thi
model predicts theN* A transition to be first order.

B. The model of Benguigui

A Landau approach has also been proposed by Bengu
@12#. Here, the smectic-A to chiral nematic transition is gov
erned by a free energy in terms of the smectic order par
eter C0 and the angleu between the director and an ax
perpendicular to the helical~z! axis of the chiral nematic
phase, which can be written as@12#

G5E FA

2
uC0u21

C

4
uC0u41

K2

2 S du

dz
2q0D 2GdV, ~9!

whereq0 is the wave vector of the director rotation in th
chiral nematic phase,K2 is the Frank elastic constant, an
C(.0) is a positive constant. The coefficient of the secon
order term is written asA5a0(T2T* ) wherea0.0 andT*
are constants.

In the chiral nematic phase, the smectic order param
uC0u is equal to zero, and the free energy is

GN* 5
K2

2 S du

dz
2q0D 2

, ~10!

which is minimized byq05du/dz, so it reduces to zero. In
the smectic-A phase, there is no rotation of the direct
around a helical axis, sodu/dz50 in Eq. ~9!.

In the absence of the chiral term~i.e., whenq050) we
obtain an expression for a continuousNA and transition thus
T* 5TNA being theNA transition temperature. The minim
uC0umin in the Gibbs free energy are
3-2
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FIRST-ORDER CHARACTER OF THE SMECTIC-A TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 031703 ~2003!
uC0umin5H 0 when A.0,

A2
A

C
when A<0.

~11!

A phase transition between the smectic-A and the chiral
nematic phase occurs whenGN* 5GA , thus at A5

2A2K2Cq0
25a0(TN* A2TNA) and consequently

TN* A5TNA2
A2K2Cq0

2

a0
. ~12!

This transition is first order, since there is a discontinuo
jump in the order parameter at the transition tempera
between

uC0u50 and uC0u5A4 2K2q0
2

C
. ~13!

The entropy discontinuityDSN* A at this transition can easily
be calculated to be

DSN* A5SN* 2SA5a0AK2q0
2

2C
. ~14!

C. Relation to experiments

What is most interesting about these theoretical results
the transition temperature and entropy discontinuities of
N* A transition is that they can be related to the experime
data by considering the fact that the wave vectorq0 of the
chiral nematic director rotation is related to the pitchp as
uq0u5p/p. When we consider a mixture of a nonchiral wi
a chiral compound, the pitch of this mixture is, to a go
approximation, given by@16,17#

1

pchiral1nonchiral
5

xchiral

pchiral
, ~15!

wherepchiral is the pitch of the~pure! chiral compound and
xchiral is the molar fraction of the chiral compound. Th
provides a means of relating the theoretical predictions of
previous sections to the experimental results obtained f
such mixtures, sinceuq0u is proportional toxchiral .

Thus, the results of Lubensky in the mean-field appro
mation @Eq. ~3!# may be written as

DTtr
m f}xchiral . ~16!

Using dn522a for d53, in the scaling regime@Eqs. ~6!
and ~8!# one obtains

DTtr
sc}~xchiral!

3/(22a), ~17!

DS}~xchiral!
3(12a)/(22a). ~18!

Also, the predictions of Benguigui@Eqs. ~12! and ~14!#
can be rewritten as

TN* A5TNA2Dxchiral , ~19!
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DSN* A5Exchiral , ~20!

with

D5a0AK2

2C

p

pchiral
and E5

A2K2C

a0

p

pchiral
.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Adiabatic scanning calorimetry „ASC…

The setup used for the measurements presented here
an adiabatic scanning calorimeter consisting of four stag
The inner stage consists of the sample enclosed in a ho
which is surrounded by two concentric temperatu
controlled shields~stages 2 and 3!. The whole is enclosed in
a third shield~stage 4! placed inside a hot air oven. Th
stability of this oven is about 1 K. However, excellent st
bility may be ensured inside: temperature fluctuations
stage 3 can be controlled to62 mK and the difference be
tween cell and the inner shield~stage 2! can be kept within
60.2 mK. This calorimeter can be used to carry out heat
and cooling runs at very slow scanning rates, down to
mK/min, ensuring thermodynamic equilibrium. When app
ing a known constant heating~cooling! powerP to the inner
stage, the experimental curve of temperature versus t
T(t), provides a direct measurement of the enthalpy cha

H~T!2H~Ts!5E
Ts

Ttr
C dT1DHL1E

Ttr

T

C dT ~21!

5P~ t i2ts!1P~ t f2t i !1P~ t2t f !, ~22!

where the indexs refers to the starting conditions. This fea
ture is unique to an ASC. Upon the occurrence of a fir
order transition, the sample temperature will remain ess
tially constant at the transition temperatureTtr during a finite
time interval t f2t i5DHL /P whereDHL is the latent heat.
For a continuous~second-order! transition, DHL50. One
should distinguish between the actual latent heatDHL ~i.e.,
the enthalpy jump at a first-order transition! and the pretran-
sitional enthalpy increases, whereas the total transition h
is the sum of both. One must also note that, in practi
first-order transitions usually have a two-phase coexiste
region, due to impurities or inhomogenitities in the samp
This results in a broadening of the latent heat jump ove
~small! temperature interval. The heat capacityCp of the
inner stage is the sum of that of the holder,Ch , and the
sample,Cs :

Cp5Cs1Ch5
P

Ṫ
, ~23!

whereṪ5dT/dt is obtained by numerical differentiation o
theT(t) data. The specific heat capacity of the sample is t
calculated by simply subtracting the holder contributio
which is measured in a separate experiment, and by divid
by the sample mass. This technique has already been
ployed for the study of a wide variety of phase transitions
3-3
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JAMÉE, PITSI, AND THOEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 031703 ~2003!
pure or in mixtures of liquid crystals@18–21#, liquid crystal-
aerosil mixtures@22#, and other systems@23–25#. The ASC
technique is described in more detail in Refs.@26,27#.

B. Properties of the investigated samples

The nonchiral 8OCB is a member of the cyanobiphe
family of homolog. Pure 8OCB has a phase seque
Cr-SmA-N-I , having a nematic width of about 13 K. Th
chiral CB15 can be undercooled into the cholesteric pha
Its melting point lies around 4°C. Both compounds we
obtained from Merck.

A study empolying optical polarization microscopy an
DSC by Hwanget al. @15# reveals that mixtures of thes
compounds exhibit a phase sequence Cr-SmA-N* -I , where
the chiral nematic width gets larger upon increasing CB
fraction. Unfortunately, the width of the SmA region was
found to diminish with increasing CB15 fraction, until it wa
reported to vanish at a concentration of about 25 wt.%
CB15 where a crystalline to chiral nematic transition
mains. Moreover, it is claimed in this paper that a TGB-li
phase is present between the SmA andN* phases, based o
a polarization microscopic investigation. At concentratio
of more than 40 wt.%, blue phases were observed betw
the chiral nematic and the isotropic phases.

Mixtures were prepared inside the sample holder,
keeping its contents well above theNI transition temperature
of 8OCB so that both compounds are in the isotropic ph
while stirring for a period of approximately 1 h. In this ma
ner, a homogeneous mixture of both components is obtai
All investigated mixtures were prepared according to t
procedure~see Table I!. In order to achieve better resolutio
in the low CB15 concentration region, where small late
heats are expected, one pure 8OCB sample and two

TABLE I. Details of the investigated 8OCB1 CB15 samples
~in order of preparation!.

wt.% xCB15 msample ~mg!

0 0 658.0
5.4 0.066 1831.4

10.2 0.12 1929.3
7.0 0.085 1922.0

11.9 0.14 1741.6
16.0 0.19 1827.8
19.0 0.22 1895.8
0.8 0.01 1807.2
3.6 0.044 1685.6
8.6 0.10 1779.4
2.7 0.033 2048.5
4.1 0.050 2077.1
5.8 0.071 1959.0
8.3 0.10 2007.0

13.8 0.17 1800.0
0 0 3922.4
0.74 0.0092 3922.1
1.8 0.022 3962.7
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CB15 concentration mixtures were prepared inside a lar
cell, which can contain approximately 4 g of liquid-cryst
sample.

IV. RESULTS FOR PURE 8OCB

In view of the discussion surrounding the nature of t
NA transition, we have conducted a close investigation
pure 8OCB. A preliminary study on a rather small quant
~658 mg! of 8OCB already showed that a possible latent h
would be quite small: an upper bound of 5 J/kg was est
lished. The transition temperature was determined to
TNA566.913°C. TheNI transition was clearly first orde
with a latent heat of 1540650 J/kg. A two-phase coexistenc
region of 0.09 K was present, extending from 79.95°C toT
580.04°C. The specific heat capacity and enthalpy cha
near this transition are plotted in Fig. 1. When comparing
literature values ofTNA567.12 andTNI580.2@14#, a down-
wards temperature shift of 0.21 K for theNA transition and
of 0.2 K for theNI transition is observed for this sample, th
values of which are consistent with one another.

A more detailed experiment was performed where a re
tively large quantity of 3.922 g of pure 8OCB was studie
since this allows detection of smaller latent heats. An ov
view of the specific heat capacity of this sample can be fou
in Fig. 2. Based upon specific heat capacity data of this p

FIG. 1. Specific heat capacity and enthalpy change near theNI
transition in pure 8OCB.
3-4
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FIRST-ORDER CHARACTER OF THE SMECTIC-A TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 031703 ~2003!
8OCB sample, one may locateTNA between 66.5925 and
66.5940 °C: a detail plot of theNA heat capacity shows
some rounding of theCp(T) curve between these temper
tures~see Fig. 3!.

An additional method to distinguish between the first
der and the continuous behavior is based on the quantitC,
defined as

C5
H2Hc

T2Tc
, ~24!

H, Hc being the enthalpy at the temperatureT and the criti-
cal temperatureTc , respectively. If the specific heat capaci
Cp is of the form

Cp5A6utu2a1B, ~25!

with t5(T2Tc)/Tc , A6 is the critical amplitude above an
below Tc , a is the critical exponent, andB in the back-
ground term, it can be shown that

C2Cp5
A6

12a
utu2a, ~26!

so a log-log plot ofC2Cp versust shows linear behavio
with slope2a for a continuous transition. When, however
value forTc different from the actual critical temperature
used to calculateC, deviations from this linear behavior oc
cur. This provides a means to check the location of the tr
sition temperature~this is illustrated in Fig. 4 for three dif-
ferent choices ofTc).

FIG. 2. An overview of the specific heat capacity of pure 8OC

FIG. 3. Detail of the specific heat capacity of pure 8OCB n
the NA transition.
03170
-
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Upon close examination of theC2Cp versust curves for
different choices ofTc , one can establish thatTc is not lower
than 66.5927 °C and not higher than 66.5946 °C. Theref
we arrive at an upper boundary of a two-phase region~if
any! of 2 mK, located at 66.593760.001 °C. The corre-
sponding upper bound for the latent heat, being the entha
increase corresponding to the upper bound for the two-ph
region, isDHL

max51.8 J/kg. The difference in transition tem
perature between the high mass and low mass samp
probably related to the fact that a sample of a different ba
of 8OCB was used. Moreover, a shift of the thermomet
used may also play a role, especially when considering
long time between the two experiments~the low mass ex-
periment was performed nearly 3 yr before the high-m
experiment! and the fact that a different sample holder~with
a different thermometer! was used.

V. RESULTS FOR MIXTURES OF 8OCB AND CB15

A. Transition temperatures

Because the width of the chiral nematic region is of im
portance to the results, a heating run was performed to

.

r

FIG. 4. Plot of the quantityC2Cp vs the reduced temperatur
t5(T2Tc)/Tc for different choices of Tc . Clearly Tc

566.5938 °C yields linear behavior both forT.Tc and for T
,Tc ; so this is an appropriate value for the transition temperatu
In contrast, theTc566.5923 °C andTc566.5951 °C curves differ
from this behavior, thus showing that the actual transition tempe
ture is different from these temperatures. See text for further det
3-5
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JAMÉE, PITSI, AND THOEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 031703 ~2003!
determine the location of theNI transition for each mixture
~except for xCB1550.050). Beginning and end of theN*
1I coexistence region are plotted in Fig. 5 confirming
increasing chiral nematic width upon increasing chi
~CB15! fraction. It is interesting to notice that these tempe
tures decrease linearly with the chiral fractionxCB15. More-
over, the two-phase coexistence region of this first orderN* I
transition widens with increasing chiral fraction.

Figure 5 also reveals that theN* A transition temperature
decrease linearly withxCB15. Only peak temperatures@i.e.,
temperatures of the maximum of theCp(T) peak# are shown,
which is justifiable in view of the very smallN* 1SmA co-
existence regions~see further!. This corresponds to the pre
diction of Benguigui@see Eq.~19!# @12# as well as to the
prediction derived by Lubensky in the mean-field appro
mation from an analogy with superconductors@Eq. ~16!#
@11#. A linear fit through the obtained values yields an int
cept with the temperature axis of 67.260.2 °C, close to
TNA566.913 and a slope of211662 K. From this fit, the
data point atxCB1550.19 was omitted, which probably su
fers from an error in the determined CB15 weight fraction
must be noted that the transition temperatures of the th
high-mass experiments~indicated by open symbols in Fig. 5!
are not considered in this analysis. It can be observed
these samples tend to have a slightly lowerN* A transition
temperature. As discussed in the preceding section, th
probably related to the use of 8OCB from a different bat

FIG. 5. Phase diagram of 8OCB1 CB15 mixtures as obtained
by an ASC. For the smectic-A to chiral nematic (N* A) transition
only the peak temperatures are plotted~dots!, since the two-phase
regions of these transitions are very small. For the chiral nemat
isotropic (N* I ) transition, the beginning and end of the coexisten
region are plotted~triangles!. Full lines represent linear fits throug
these points. Open symbols are data from three high-mass ex
ments~see text for further details!.
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With Eq. ~17!, a literature value of the effective critical ex
ponenta50.27 @13# suggests thatTNA2TN* A}(xCB15)

1.7.
Such an almost quadratic decrease ofTN* A does not corre-
spond to the experiment. This exponent 1.7 must be con
ered an upper limit, since it is known for theNA transition
that this critical exponenta decreases with decreasing M
Millan ratio TNA /TNI , i.e., with increasing nematic width
~see Fig. 19 in Ref.@18#!. However, even if a crossover effec
would occur for theN* A transition and the critical exponen
decreases to theXY model (d53,n53), value of aXY5
20.007, this would still give a dependenceTNA2TN* A
}(xCB15)

1.5 not in agreement with the experimental value
It must be noted that a previous ac calorimetric exami

tion of a system consisting of nonchiral octylcyan
biphenyl ~8CB! liquid crystal with equal amounts of chira
CB15 and 49-~2-methylbutylphenyl!-48-~2-methylbuthyl!-4-
biphenyl carboxylate~CE2! already revealed thatTN* I
2TN* A increases linearly with the molar fraction of the ch
ral compound for four mixtures investigated between a ch
weight fraction of 0 up to 28%@17#. In our study, we have
used results on 14 concentrations, up toxCB1550.19 ~16
wt.%!. At higher concentrations of CB15, the SmA phase is
no longer present~a direct transition from the crystalline t
the chiral nematic phase was present atxCB1550.22), limit-
ing our investigation to the previously mentioned concent
tion interval.

B. Enthalpy and latent heats

The result from our ASC investigation is that, for all in
vestigated 8OCB1 CB15 mixtures, a latent heat was ob
served, so that theseN* A transitions are first order~see Figs.
6 and 7!. Since the chiral nematic width is larger for mixture
than for pure 8OCB and the latter has a~within experimental
resolutions! continuous transition, one can conclude that t
first-order character of theseN* A transitions is related to the
effect of the presence of chirality in these mixtures, ruli
out the possibility of a continuous to first-order crossov
effect similar to that of the smectic-A to nematic transition.
This is a direct confirmation of the first order character of t

to
e

ri-

FIG. 6. Detail of the specific heat capacity of pure 8OC
~black! and the mixture with the lowest examined chiral fractio
xCB1550.0092~gray! as a function ofT2TN* A . TheNA transition
in pure 8OCB is found to be continuous within the experimen
resolution. TheN* A transition in the mixture has an observab
latent heat, as is noticable from the broadening near the trans
temperature.
3-6
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N* A transition, as was predicted in Refs.@11# and@12#. Even
though qualitatively these predictions are correct, quant
tively they do not agree with our experimental results. T
evolution of theN* A entropy discontinuitiesDSN* A with
increasing chiral fraction~see Fig. 8! is not linear, as was
suggested in Ref.@12#. In contrast, it seems that there is
relatively sudden increase at~very! low chiral fractions, fol-
lowed by a more gradual evolution for higher CB15 conce
trations. Unfortunately, the evolution at concentrations ab
xCB15'0.20 could not be investigated due to the fact that
SmA phase vanishes betweenxCB1550.19 andxCB1550.22
~0.16 and 0.19 wt.%!. Insertion of the valuea50.27 @13#
into the prediction of Lubensky@11# @see Eq.~18!# yields

FIG. 7. Enthalpy change near theN* A transition in the mixtures
of 8OCB and CB15.

FIG. 8. Evolution of the latent heat and the entropy discontin
ties of theN* A transition in 8OCB1CB15 as a function of the
chiral fraction xCB15. For pure 8OCB only the upper bound fo
DHL andDSN* A is given.
03170
-
e

-
e
e

DSN* A}(xCB15)
1.3. This must be considered as a lower lim

if the critical exponenta were to diminish with increasing
chiral nematic width to a value ofaXY520.007, this would
yield a dependence ofDSN* A}(xCB15)

1.5. However, if
DSN* A were to be proportional to a power of the chiral fra
tion, experimental values suggest that this would be a po
less than 1, so also this model does not give a good qua
tative agreement.

It must also be noted that for all investigated mixtures,
additional phase was present between the smectic-A and the
chiral nematic phases, in contrast to the claims emerg
from an optical polarization microscopy study of Ref.@15#,
of the presence of a TGB-like phase between the SmA and
N* phases. One might speculate that a texture at the c
istence of the SmA and theN* phase, which occurs since th
N* A transition is first order, was misinterpreted.

C. Pretransitional specific heat capacity

An overview of the specific heat capacity of the mixtur
near theN* A transition is given in Fig. 9. The pretransition
specific heat capacity of theN* A transitions shows a very
interesting evolution as a function of increasing chiral fra
tion. In order to clarify this, Fig. 10 shows the plots of Fig.
after subtraction of a linearCp(T) contribution and with the
transition temperatures shifted to zero. For reasons of cla
the different curves were further shifted over multiples o
K and 100 J K21 kg21. It can be observed that first, th
low-temperature side of the pretransitional specific heat
pacity clearly becomes suppressed with increasing ch
fraction. Its high-temperature counterpart is not affected
much by a change in composition of the mixture, but at
highest CB15 concentrations one can observe that the
transition at the high-temperature side becomes suppre
as well. The significance of this unusual phenomenon is
clear, and no account for this behavior is given in the th
retical approaches to theN* A transition, which we discusse
earlier. Clearly, a normal Landau theory description is n
sufficient, since such an approach yields a zero excess
cific heat capacity in the high-temperature phase. At h
CB15 concentration one rather observes a rather unusua~in-
verted Landau type! behavior.

VI. CONCLUSION

The evolution of the smectic-A to chiral nematic (N* A)
transition in mixtures of the nonchiral liquid crystal 8OC

-

FIG. 9. Evolution of the specific heat capacity near theN* A
transition in mixtures of 8OCB1CB15. The chiral fractionxCB15 of
the mixture is indicated above eachCp(T) peak.
3-7
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and the chiral CB15 was studied by using an ASC. It w
confirmed that, within experimental resolution, pure 8OC
exhibits a continuousNA transition in agreement with litera
ture @14,13#. An upper limit for the latent heat is establishe
at 1.8 J kg21. Mixtures with CB15 exhibit a phase sequen
Cr-SmA-N* 2I with an increasing chiral nematic width@15#,
until the SmA phase vanishes betweenxCB1550.19 and
xCB1550.22. This rules out crossover behavior from a co
tinuous to a first-order transition as is the case for
smectic-A to nematic transition if the nematic width is sma
enough@5,6#.

Theoretical predictions of the first order character of t
transition@11,12# were confirmed by the fact that for all ex

FIG. 10. Evolution of the pretransitional specific heat capac
near theN* A transition in mixtures of 8OCB1CB15. The chiral
fraction xCB15 of the mixture is indicated next to each curve. S
text for further details and discussion.
q.

tt

F.

ev

03170
s

-
e

s

amined mixtures a latent heat could be determined. Beca
of the increasing chiral nematic width, the possibility of
crossover effect prediction for the~normal! NA transition
can be ruled out. It was further observed that theN* A tran-
sition temperature decreases linearly with temperature
cording to the theoretical predictions of Benguigui@12# and
to the results derived by Lubensky from an analogy w
superconductors in the mean-field approximation@11#, and
also confirming the observation of a previous study@17#.
However, quantitative predictions of Lubensky and Be
guigui for the evolution of the entropy discontinuity and th
latent heat at this transition did not agree with the expe
mental values.

Moreover, a very interesting behavior of theCp(T) pre-
transition was observed. Upon increasing chiral fraction,
low-temperature side became clearly suppressed. Addit
ally, also some depression of the high-temperature spe
heat capacity wing is visible at high CB15 concentratio
Thus, theCp(T) peak near theN* A transition becomes more
asymmetric in shape when the chiral fraction increases. T
kind of behavior is not included in the current theoretic
descriptions@11,12#. The reasons for its occurrence are not
yet clear.

Finally, theNI transition of pure 8OCB was found to b
clearly first order, with a latent heatDHL51540
650 J kg21 and a two-phase coexistence region located
tweenT579.95 °C andT580.04 °C.
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